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The Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) offers aligned and annotated rRNA sequence data and
analysis services to the research community. These services help researchers with the
discovery and characterization of microbes important to bioenergy production,
biogeochemical cycles, greenhouse gas production, and bioremediation. 3,019,928 aligned
and annotated 16S rRNA and 102,901 fungal LSU sequences.

RDP offers aligned and annotated sequence data and analysis tools for
rRNA genes and environmentally important protein-coding genes to the
research community. In addition to the tools offered on our websites
(http://rdp.cme.msu.edu and http://fungne.cme.msu.edu), most RDP
tools are available through our GitHub repository (https://github.com/
rdpstaff/), with step-by-step instructions and sample data files for each
tool. These command-line RDP tools offer additional options not
available on the web and are suitable for high-throughput analysis.

RDPipeline provides an analysis platform
with updated functionality to accommodate
new developments in sequencing
technologies.

The RDP Classifier has been extended with new features and training
sets for new genes. The Classifier can be trained with gene copy number
data to adjust assignment counts based on gene copy number. The
precompiled Classifier is trained with the 16S gene copy number data
from rrnDB (http://rrndb.umms.med.umich.edu). In addition to the
bacteria and archaea 16S rRNA and fungal LSU training sets, the
Classifier provides two new high-quality fungal ITS datasets: Warcup, a
hand-curated set with mycological taxonomic names; and UNITE,
grouped by “species hypothesis” accession codes. Both ITS training sets
achieved high classification accuracy (85% and 88%) at species level
with Warcup performing better at assigning novel sequences when the
taxon is not present in the training set.
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Account-based access; possible for
managing job submission, monitoring
status, and downloading results.

-NEW fungal 28S rRNA
data collections
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Accepts compressed file upload.

!

Infernal 1.1 aligners with larger
processing capacity.

!

Improved clustering tools.

!

Input validators redesigned to use a
‘Fail-fast’ system to identify common
errors and alert user before processing
starts.

Sequences

Library Compare
report differentially-represented
taxa with statistical p values

Tree Builder
visualization tool aids in displaying
phylogenetic relationships

DOE_SFA set: published hand-curated set (Porras-Alfaro et al.,
2014); contains lineage only to the genus level.

•

Warcup set: provided by Paul Greenfield and Vinita Deshpande of
the Australian CSIRO; contains lineages to the species level
(Deshpande et al., submitted).

•

UNITE set: consisting of UNITE core sequences for each dynamic
species hypothesis (Koljalg et al., 2013). We tested the UNITE set
twice, once using the UNITE taxonomy (UNITE_name set) and a
second time using the UNITE “Species hypotheses” accession code
number to group sequences into terminal taxa (UNITE_sh set).
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myRDP space
upload and analyze
your own 16S sequences
in your private / collaborative space

RDP is supported by the Office of Science (BER), U.S.
Department of Energy Grant DE-FG02-99ER62848 and
NIEHS Superfund Grant 5P42 ES004911

Rank

RDP Fungal 28S Classifier was updated with a new training set (11,442
sequences) providing increased coverage of the Glomeromycota,
Chytridiomycota, and other
basal lineages and better performance in
separating fungal from non-fungal eukaryotes.
The new Fungal LSU Infernal aligner was released, using a covariance model
built from 183 LSU sequences from complete fungal genomes and the fungal
sequence set from the Comparative RNA Web Site.
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We have developed a new function of RDP Classifier for calculating gene
copy number-adjusted taxon abundance. This option is aimed to reducing
the bias caused by rRNA gene copy number variability in estimating
community composition. The pre-compiled RDP Classifier was trained with
the 16S gene copy number data provided by rrnDB (Stoddard et al., 2014).

Relative class level abundance of an
environmental sample
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Reference HMMs
available for analyzing amplicon and metagenome
sequences for genes in important eco-functions such as
nitrogen cycling.

Enhanced Defined
Community Analysis
evaluate error
patterns and rates 
on reads amplified from a mix 
of known organisms

Updated mcClust
memory-efficient hierarchical clustering tool
for both protein and nucleotide sequences
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Average adjusted copy number 1.8*

50% 50%

Dominated by Roseomonas, copy number 3.8*

Opitutae
Opitutae

40% 40%

* Copy number from Roseomonas estimated from family
Acetobacteraceae copy number. No genome of
Roseomonas available.
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RDP is committed to making our resources broadly available. In addition
to web-based services, RDP distributes many of its process/analysis tools
as stand-alone, open-source versions through:
1. Download from GitHub with detailed instructions for easy
installation and updates.
2. Many of the downloadable RDP Pipeline tools have additional
processing / analysis options not available in the online version
(see the README file in each tool package).

RDPTools package: a comprehensive tool suite comprised of
the most commonly-used tools from RDP main, RDPipeline
and RDP FunGene websites, and user-requested commandline tools, such as GFClassify (a fast and accurate
classification of amplicon sequences from close homologous
gene families), KmerFilter (kmer analysis), PrimerMatch (a
Primer/Probe Match tool), ReadSeq (a Java-based common
sequence file format reader and sequence file manipulator),
Xander (a gene-targeted metagenomic assembly tool), … and
many more!

4. Supportive tutorials are provided to researchers through the
otherwise complex data processing steps in well-defined, taskoriented workflows with detailed instructions.

RDP Classifier
places sequences into bacterial
and fungal taxonomies
-can be trained with gene copy number data to
adjust assignment counts based on gene copy
number
-New Fungal ITS Classifier
Updated Fungal 28S Classifier
-already integrated into many packages such as
QIIME, Mothur, MG-RAST and lllumina
MiSeq Reporter

Defined Community Analysis
evaluate error patterns and rates
on reads amplified from a mix of known organisms

RDP Aligner
Fungal 28S Aligner
Updated 16S Aligner

SeqMatch
finds nearest neighbor in
rRNA gene data-set;
more accurate than BLAST

Pandaseq
paired-end Assembler
handles all paired-end read
overlap layouts with
recommended parameters

Aligner
HMMER-based
model-based aligners

See also:

Frameshift Detection/Correction & Nearest Neighbor Gene Assignment
FrameBot (Wang et al., 2013) uses a dynamic programming algorithm to align a query DNA sequence against a set of protein sequences. It
produces frameshift- corrected protein and DNA sequences and an optimal global or local protein alignment.
We have provided a new option "Add de novo References" that help with genes with high diversity or lack of closely related reference
sequences in the reference set (such as biphenyl dioxygenase). The de novo mode strategy was designed by Michal Strejcek from Dr. Ondrej
Uhlík group at Institute of Chemical Technology Prague (manuscript in preparation). This is based on the assumption that abundant sequences
are more likely to be correct. The experimental sequences are dereplicated and sorted by abundance in descending order first. Each query is
tested against the reference set. If a query doesn't have a close reference with above 70% aa identity, the corresponding protein sequence of
the query will be added to the reference set if the following criteria are met:

!
!
!

Length Cutoff and Identity Cutoff.
The abundance is above certain cutoff, default is 10.
No frameshifts or stop codon present.

References	
 

ProbeMatch
Fast search algorithm for
primer/probe sites;
limit searches to specific regions

" http://sourceforge.net/projects/rdp-classifier/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/rdpframebot/ #

Users can train RDP Classifier with their own gene copy
number data.

The copy number adjusted abundance is based on the
lowest level confidently assigned taxa and progressively
summed up from lower to higher taxonomic ranks. For
example, sequence count assigned to genus Ilumatobacter
(class Actinobacteria) is adjusted by dividing the read
count by 2 because this genus is known to contain 2
copies of rRNA operons. This number is summed up with
the adjusted numbers of other genera to produce their
respective higher level taxa such as class Actinobacteria.

Enhanced	
 RDP	
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RDP has developed a GoogleSheet for all 15 MIMARKS environmental packages to help you manage the metadata for
your samples. These sheets are ideal for use in a remote collaborative environment; and since they are stored by
Google “in the cloud,” they don’t require any special user IT infrastructure.
RDP also provides support to help researchers add standards-compliant annotation to their ENA and NCBI SRA
submissions. Check out our GoogleSheets at: http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/misc/googleSheetsHelp.jsp

Subdivision3
Subdivision3

0%

3. Option to run pre-scripted full pipelines in provided workflows
or individual functions as modules in custom workflows.

USEARCH
incorporated for
high throughput
chimera detection

Overall Average Copy Number 2.3

Spartobacteria
Spartobacteria

RDP’s Functional Gene Pipeline and Repository offers databases of many common ecofunctional genes and
proteins, as well as integrated tools that allow researchers to browse these collections and choose subsets for
further analysis, build phylogenetic trees, test primers and probes for coverage, and download aligned
sequences.
Additional FunGene tools are specialized to process protein coding gene amplicon data. A new hybrid approach
using newly added experimental reference sequences can help with frameshift correction of the remaining
experimental sequences. This approach is offered as an option "Add de novo References" in FramBot and is
available from FunGene Pipeline and RDP GitHub.

80% 80%
Gammaproteobacteria
Gammaproteobacteria
Gemmatimonadetes
Gemmatimonadetes70% 70%

Sphingobacteriia
Sphingobacteriia
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OthersOthers

Cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria

Community-Driven Annotation Standards [Terragenome (http://www.terragenome.org) & Genomic Standards
Consortium (GSC; http://gensc.org/gsc/]:

Contact the RDP by email at rdpstaff@msu.edu. RDP staff can also be reached by
phone at +1-517-432-4998 during normal business hours (EST); via fax at
+1-517-353-8957 (Attn: RDP); or regular mail. Please include details of your
question or problem.
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Leave One-Sequence-Out Testing

Workflow Tutorials and
a Community-driven
Q&A User Wiki
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Fungal LSU Training Set No.11
Taxonomic Composition of Major Ranks

90% 90%

Newly enhanced FrameBot
provides a new "Add de novo References" option for the better
coverage of diverse sequences in high throughput processing for
frameshift-corrected protein and nucleotide sequences,
as well as reference-based gene assignments
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RDP continues its effort in serving the fungal research community. Following the
release of the Fungal 28S RDP Classifier (Liu et al., 2012), most RDP tools,
including the RDP Hierarchy Browser, Sequence Match, Probe Match, and
RDPipeline, have been updated to work with the new Fungal 28S sequences.
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Accuracy

Accepts sequence file formats from
multiple sequencing platforms.
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36
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New Command-Line Tools
available for workflow process
(visit SourceForge and GitHub)

CPS
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Species

Plot richness estimate. Prairie samples are more diverse
than Corn and Switchgrass samples.

CP S

Class

Extended for paired-end read
assembly.

Taxonomic composition of Corn, Prairie, 
and Switchgrass samples

CPS
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Detailed examples of analyses with fungal 28S rRNA sequencing
dataset, step-by-step commands, output files and plots:

5.

11

1134

Featuring both supervised (classification) and unsupervised (clustering)
approaches.

Cluster Dendrogram
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4.

Phylum

Genus

Customized vignette to populate a phyloseq object with an OTU table,
sample data table, classification table, tree file, and reference
sequences.

Alpha Diversity Measurement plot
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3.

2

328

Focus on using command-line RDPTools; import results into R,
particularly Phyloseq and GUniFrac, packages.

Heatmap

1
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Domain
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UNITE

Chimera Check tool powered by
UCHIME.

RDP command-line tools provide important functions used in microbial ecological analysis. Detailed tutorials walk researchers through the
analysis steps using RDP tools and importing results to third-party tools such as the R /Bioconductor package Phyloseq for its extensive suite of
analysis and visualization functions with fungal 28S rRNA dataset.
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Warcup

Defined Community Analysis Tool
calculates the observed error rate.
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RDP’s mission includes user support; email rdpstaff@msu.edu or call
+1(517) 432-4998.

We now provide RDP Fungal ITS Classifiers trained on
two new high-quality fungal ITS taxonomies: Warcup, a
hand-curated set with mycological taxonomic names;
and UNITE, grouped by “species hypothesis” accession
codes. Both ITS training sets achieved high classification
accuracy (85% and 88%) at species level with Warcup
performing better at assigning novel sequences when the
taxon is not present in the training set.

Browsers
browse and select from
taxonomic hierarchy /
powerful search and
selection features

: features include:
New

To demonstrate the utility of command-line RDP tools, we developed a
detailed tutorial to walk researchers through the steps of data analysis
using RDP tools and importing results to third-party tools. we included
the R/Bioconductor package Phyloseq in our tutorial for its extensive
suite of analysis and visualization functions.The tutorial provides both
supervised and unsupervised methods with example workflows and
sample scripts.

NMDS plot showing soil samples are grouped by crop.
Variability among switchgrass samples are much higher
than corn or prairie samples.

RDP Classifier and RDP Hierarchy Browser hierarchy model has been updated to
training set No. 14 (includes 14 new bacterial phyla and 7 new archaeal phyla, and
180 new genera). Former phylum Nitrospira renamed Nitrospirae; former candidate
phyla OP11, TM7, OD1, WS3 are now the new bacterial phyla Microgenomates,
Candidatus Saccharibacteria, Parcubacteria and Latescibacteria. New archaeal phyla
were mostly based on studies of metagenome assemblies and single-cell genomes.
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http://fungene.cme.msu.edu

https://github.com/rdpstaff
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